POST OFFICE TELEGRAPHS.
(For Foreign and Colonial Telegrams only.
(Telegrams for North America, Central America or West Indies excepted.)

Prefix | Words | Code | Charge
-------|-------|------|------

Office of Origin and Service Instructions.

For Postage Stamps.
To be affixed by the Sender. Any Stamp for which there is not room here should be affixed at the back of this form.

At

To

J.P. McGlinn

By

Col. J.P. McGlinn

Date Stamp: 13.7.18.

Notice.—The following Telegram is accepted by the Postmaster-General for transmission subject to the Regulations as to Foreign Telegrams made pursuant to the Telegraph Acts, 1863 to 1911, provided that the Request at the foot of the Telegram is previously signed by the Sender.

The Sender’s Name and Address, or either of them, if to be telegraphed, must be written at the end of the text of the Telegram.

TO

H.Q., A.I.F., attached H.Q., FIFTH ARMY? FRANCE.

AO 629 July 13 aaa reference TIRATRICE INKSPOT JEJUNELY SHAPTOOL RASTERING CONCHACEA JEWELLIKE honours list i my only RASTERING is CONCORSA OUTSTAYING for Colonel J.P. McGlinn aaa I drew APPILE CONGEARLE NUNALE OUTSTAYING and OUTSTOOD awarded to Canadian Officers on HUPPAGIUM GLYPHATE Australians aaa

LANIGLA

McCay SALAUSTRA.

I request that the above Telegram may be forwarded [via*] subject to the Conditions which are printed on the back hereof, and by which I agree to be bound.

Signature and Address of Sender (not to be telegraphed)

(signed) J.P. McGlinn, Colonel.

* This space is to be filled up only if there are alternative routes. For routes, see the Table of Charges for Foreign Telegrams in the Post Office Guide.